CHAPTER 11
Precession and Nutation

1 HE expressions obtained from the planetary theory for the position of
the ecliptic, and from the theory of the motion of the Earth around its
center of mass for the position of the celestial equator, represent the displacements of these circles on the celestial sphere due to the planetary motion
of the plane of the ecliptic and the lunisolar motion of the plane of the
equator in a fixed reference system in space. To determine the consequent
variations of the coordinates of a celestial body in either the ecliptic system
or the equatorial system, the displacements of the fundamental circles
relative to each other are required.
The moving ecliptic of date is dynamically defined by the expressions
(101) for 77-j sin I^ and πλ cos Πχ. The moving equator of date is independently defined dynamically by the expressions (104) for ψ and €l9 in Which
the secular terms define the mean equator of date. The obliquity of date and
the position of the equinox of date, which represent the positions of these
circles relative to each other, may therefore be obtained trigonometrically
from ψ, €± and πΐ9 Uv
The General Precessional Motions
The lunisolar motion of the celestial equator has no effect on the position
of the ecliptic, but it displaces the equinoxes along both the ecliptic and the
equator. Likewise, the planetary motion of the ecliptic has no direct effect
on the position of the equator, but it produces a further displacement of the
equinoxes along both circles. The obliquity is also altered both by the
motion of the equator and by the motion of the ecliptic. The secular variation
of the obliquity is almost entirely due to the motion of the ecliptic, but a
very small part is caused by the secular component of the lunisolar motion of
the equator. The periodic components of the variation in the obliquity,
and of the position of the equinoxes on the ecliptic of date and on the equator
of date, are entirely caused by the motion of the equator; but their amplitudes
have slight secular variations due to the motion of the ecliptic.
The position of the equinox of date on the equator of date is represented
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by the arc ax of the equator eastward from its intersection T i with the fixed
ecliptic to its intersection T with the ecliptic of date (Fig. 41). The position
of the equinox of date T on the ecliptic of date is represented by the arc Λ
of the ecliptic intercepted between the equator of date and the fixed ecliptic.
This arc Λ of the ecliptic of date depends upon the motion of the axis of
rotation of the ecliptic and upon the displacement of the equinox along the
moving ecliptic produced by the independent but concurrent motions of the
ecliptic and the equator.

FIG. 41. The general processional motions.

The secular displacement of the equinox on the ecliptic of date, which
forms a part of Λ, is called the general precession in longitude. It is the
resultant of the lunisolar precession westward along the fixed ecliptic of
epoch, and the eastward displacement on the moving equator that is caused
by the motion of the ecliptic and is known as planetary precession. The
resultant progressive motion of the equinox along the equator is the general
precession in right ascension.
To be usable in practice, the definitions of the precessional displacements
must refer each displacement to an identifiable and exactly defined origin.
The foregoing general descriptions are not sufficient, but difficulties are
encountered in formulating exact definitions. Abstractly, the displacement
of the equinox along the moving ecliptic is the arc of the ecliptic of date
between the true equinox of date and the point on the ecliptic of date where
at the adopted epoch the mean equinox was located. This definition is given
by Brünnow,* and is essentially the definition given by Ball.f In practice,
* F. Brünnow, "Spherical Astronomy," p. 117, 1865.
t R. S. Ball, "Spherical Astronomy," pp. 176^177, 1908.
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however, this point where the equinox was located at the epoch cannot be
directly identified; Ball incorrectly defines it by a perpendicular from the
equinox of epoch to the ecliptic of date. Other writers have adopted various
different points for an origin from which to reckon the amount of general
precession.* An element of convention is inevitable in defining practical
measures of the general precessions.
A common procedure has been to define the general precession in longitude
as the difference between the angular distances of the mean equinox of date
and the fixed mean equinox from the node of the moving ecliptic on the
fixed ecliptic; i.e., the reference point on the ecliptic of date from which the
displacement of the equinox of date is measured is at longitude Λ — Τίτ
referred to the mean equinox of date.f Strictly speaking, this measure is
correct only to the first order, because the node of the ecliptic of date is not
stationary on the ecliptic of epoch; but the error is very small, partly because
πλ is small and partly because Πχ is near 180°. This measure is equal, to
within quantities of the second order, to the measure obtained by reckoning
the general precession from the point where the moving ecliptic is intersected by the great circle through the fixed equinox and the pole of the
fixed ecliptic.
NewcombJ defines the general precession in longitude as the motion of the
mean equinox of date along the moving ecliptic; but he adopts for a measure
of its amount the orthogonal projection of this motion onto the fixed
ecliptic of epoch, since the rates of motion in these two directions differ by
only an infinitesimal of the second order. This procedure is followed by
Bauschinger§ and is favored by Plummer.
The numerical differences among these various measures of the general
precession are only of the order of (Γ.001 T2, where T denotes the number of
centuries from the epoch; but in view of the increasing precision with which
astronomical computations are being made, it is desirable that an exact
definition be explicitly adopted and stated. Newcomb's measure is here
adopted, which is equivalent to defining the general precession in longitude
as the longitude of the mean equinox of date, referred to the fixed mean equinox
and ecliptic of epoch; in practice, it is reckoned westward.
The secular components of the motions of the equinox on the ecliptic and
* H. C. Plummer, Note on general precession. Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 76, 627-630
(1916).
t This measure of the general precession has been adopted by Oppolzer,
"Bahnbestimmung," 2te Aufl., Vol. I, p. 125; W. Chauvenet, "Manual of Spherical and
Practical Astronomy," Vol. I, p. 606; Tisserand, "Mécanique Céleste," Vol. II, pp. 437438; L. de Ball, "Sphärischen Astronomie," p. 93; H. Andoyer, "Mécanique Céleste,"
Vol. II, p. 382; Bull. Astr. 28, 69 (1911).
% S. Newcomb, "Compendium of Spherical Astronomy," p. 234.
§ Bauschinger, "Bahnbestimmung," 2te Aufl., pp. 70-71.
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on the equator are entirely due to the motion of the mean equator relative
to the moving ecliptic. The general precession in longitude is the displacement
of the mean equinox along the ecliptic that takes place during the motions
of the ecliptic and the mean equator. The further displacement of the actual
equinox along the ecliptic during the motions of the ecliptic and the true
equator is the nutation in longitude. On the moving ecliptic, therefore, the
position of the true equinox of date is obtained directly by adding the nutation
in longitude to the position of the mean equinox represented by the precession
in longitude ; but on the moving equator, the periodic and secular components
of the equinox of date cannot be directly separated, since the actual equator
does not pass through the mean equinox. The general precession in right
ascension is therefore measured by the displacement of the mean equinox
along the mean equator; and to obtain the position of the actual equinox of
date on the true equator, further trigonometric relations are developed.
The general precession in right ascension along the moving mean equator
is the resultant of the lunisolar component westward, due to the motion of the
mean equator, and the planetary component eastward, due to the motion
of the ecliptic. It forms a part of the arc 90° + z of the mean equator of
date; and in practice is reckoned westward from the point on this arc
which is at the same distance as the fixed mean equinox from the ascending
node of the mean equator of date on the fixed mean equator. The measure μ
of general precession in right ascension is therefore
μ = (90° + z) - (90° - ζ0)
= z + ζ0.
The obliquity of date e and the position of the equinox of date T on the
ecliptic and on the equator are determined by developing expressions, in
accordance with the preceding definitions, for the general precession in
longitude and the general precession in right ascension, and for the nutation
in longitude, right ascension, and obliquity, in terms of ψ, el5 πΐ9 and IIj.
which have been determined directly from dynamical theory.
For this purpose, the mean equinox and obliquity of epoch will be denoted
by the symbols T° and e°. The westward displacement of the node cv1
of the true equator of date on the fixed ecliptic of epoch will be represented
by ψ = ψχ + ΔΨχ, where Ψτ denotes the lunisolar precession in longitude,
and ΔΨ*! the lunisolar nutation in longitude on the ecliptic of epoch. The
inclination ex = €° + &€t will be expressed in the form €Χ = Θχ + ΔΘΐ9
where Θχ includes e° and the lunisolar precession in obliquity, and ΔΘχ is
the lunisolar nutation in obliquity relative to the fixed ecliptic. The components Ψχ and Θχ determine the node and inclination of the mean equator of
date on the fixed ecliptic, and represent the secular terms in the dynamical
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expressions (104) for xp and €l9
Ψι=/ι'+/2'2+···,

(123)

0 ! = €° + 9xt + 62t* + · · · ;
ΔΨχ and ΔΘχ represent the periodic terms of xp and Δβχ.
Reduction of the Lunisolar Precession and Nutation
to the Moving Ecliptic and Equator

From the spherical triangle formed by the true equinox T of date, the
ascending node Nx of the ecliptic of date on the fixed ecliptic, and the intersection T i of the equator of date with the fixed ecliptic, we obtain by Napier's
analogies and the law of sines
tan i[180° - (A - a,)] =

sm

K c i + **> tan «180° - (Π χ + ψ)]9
sin i ( € l - πχ)

tan «180° - (Λ + a,)] = °° S ff*1
COS i(€1

+

^ tan «180° - (Π χ + y)], (124)

— 77-χ)

sh^rix + xp)
sin € = sin ex

.
sin A
These relations are in a form adapted to development into series, in powers
and products of xp, Δβχ and the time t, with coefficients depending on/?t, qi9 €°;
these developments give expressions for the arc A of the ecliptic of date, the
arc ax of the true equator of date, and the true obliquity e, in the form of
series of secular terms in powers of the time, and periodic terms which
include terms with t as a factor of the coefficients which express the secular
variations of the nutation in obliquity and longitude due to the motion of the
ecliptic*
To the order of accuracy of the series expansions, which in a third-order
development is far greater than any precision possible in observation, the
secular terms of the expressions for A, e and ax are the same as would be
obtained by retaining in €X and xp on the right of (124) only the secular terms.
Geometrically, therefore, the secular part of the expression for ax represents
the arc a of the mean equator of date dynamically defined by Ψτ and Θχ;
the secular part of € is the mean obliquity of date Θ ; and the secular part of
A represents the arc of the ecliptic of date from Nx to the mean equinox of
date.
From A, we immediately obtain the general precession Ψ in longitude
* Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. XV, Pt. I, 38^0, 148-156.
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which, according to Newcomb's definition is, to the second order, Λ —
(Ili + \pxqxt2) — Δ Τ westward, where ΔΨ denotes the nutation in longitude
on the ecliptic of date expressed by the periodic terms of Λ. The periodic
terms of e represent the nutation in obliquity relative to the ecliptic of date.
The periodic terms of the expression for ax represent the effect of the irregularities in the motion of the equator that are due to the nutation of the axis;
the coefficients all contain t as a factor, and the only terms which can amount
to (Γ.001 after one century from the epoch 1900 are*
ax = a + 0".00983 Γ sin ft
- 0".00128 Tcos ft
+ 0".00073rsin2L @ ,
where T is in centuries.
The arc a of the mean equator, represented by the secular terms of al9
determines the position of the mean equinox of date on the mean equator.
It is known as the planetary precession, and is reckoned eastward from the
descending node of the mean equator on the fixed ecliptic. The planetary
precession is the amount by which the mean equinox has been displaced
along the mean equator by the motion of the ecliptic during the time since
the epoch; but meanwhile the lunisolar motion of the mean equator has
concomitantly displaced the mean equinox westward over the arc between
the fixed ecliptic and the point adopted for the origin of μ, and consequently
over a distance of (90° + z) + a - (90° - ζ0) = μ + a. Putting
z + a = ζ,
this relation becomes
(£ + £o) - * = μ>
in which ζ + ζ0 is the amount of the lunisolar precession in right ascension,
and a is therefore the reduction to be subtracted in order to obtain the
general precession in right ascension.
Expressions for the lunisolar precession in right ascension, and for the
quantities ζ0, ζ, and / which represent the position of the mean equator of
date relative to the fixed mean equator, in terms of the dynamically defined
position relative to the fixed ecliptic, may be obtained from the triangle
formed by the ascending node Q0 of the mean equator of date on the fixed
mean equator, and the descending nodes of the two mean equators on the
fixed ecliptic. In this triangle, putting
Θχ = €° + Ae°,
* Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. XV, Pt. I, 15$.
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where Δβ0 denotes the lunisolar precession in obliquity,
cos^ + jA^tanlT,
tani(4 + £o) =
ΓΓ5
'
cos J Δβ 0

sin J sin ζ0 = cos Θλ sin e° — sin Θχ cos e° cos Ψχ,
sin J cos £0 = sin Θχ sin Ψ1β
For some purposes, the additional relations
sinJAe0
. XiY y,
u
tan£(4
- 4o) = sin(e
. , ο +, \ι Ae
Λ ow—7^7
) tan\Ύλ '
tany = tan(€« +

(125)

A^)^i|±f;,
cosKi - £o)
are also useful. The value of/ is known as the precession in declination.
In addition to the expressions for the lunisolar precession, the general
precession in longitude, the inclination of the mean equator to the fixed
ecliptic, the mean obliquity of the moving ecliptic, the planetary precession,
and the general precession in right ascension, referred to a fundamental
epoch t0, it is also necessary for the purpose of astronomical computations to
have expressions for these six quantities referred to any arbitrary epoch tl9
together with expressions for the inclination and node of the moving ecliptic
on thefixedecliptic of an arbitrary epoch, and for the longitude of the axis of
rotation of the ecliptic and the rate of rotation of the mean equator likewise
referred to an arbitrary epoch.
The accumulated amounts of the variations in the positions of the ecliptic
and mean equator on the celestial sphere, and in their positions relative to
each other, which are produced by the precessional motions during any
particular interval of time and are represented by the expressions for the
precessional displacements, must be carefully distinguished from the instantaneous motions and their rates at a particular instant of time. For
astronomical computations, the expressions for the displacements must be
supplemented by further expressions for the instantaneous rates: the displacements represent the integrated effects of the instantaneous motions over
any interval of time from the adopted epoch.
i

Precessional Displacements Referred to the Fundamental Epoch

Expressing the mean obliquity of date Θ, the general precession in longitude
Ψ, and the planetary precession a, in the form
Θ = €° + ηχί + η*ί2 + · · · ,
(126)
ψ = hxt + h2t* + · · ·,
2
« = git + g2* + « ' " ,
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we have for the values of the coefficients in terms of the fundamental coefficients in (101) and (123) that are obtained from dynamical theory, to the
third order, with Newcomb's definition of Ψ,
Vi = öi + ql9
V2 = 02+q2

+ \p\ cot €° -

pjl9

nz = θ3 + <?3 - &l + P1P2 cot €° - \p\qx cosec2e°
-fi(P2 - Pi<li cot €°) - iqjl
hi=fi-

- pj2 - \Bypl cosec2€°;

Pi cot €°,

^2 = Λ "" P2 cot €° + p ^ ! cotV — / ^ cot €° + d1p1 cosec2€°,
h* = /s - Pa cot €° + Jp^p2 + g2) cot €° + J(PiÎ2 + Λ9ι)(1 + cos2€°)
X cosecV - A P p ^ 2 - p*)(3 + cosV) cot €° cosecV - f2qx cot e°
- / ^ cot €° + ifi(q! - PÎX1 + cos26°) cosec2*0 + UlPi cot e°
+ θ2ρχ cosec2€° + f1B1q1 cosec2€° + θλρ2 cosecV
—201p1q1 cot e° cosec2€° — θ\ρλ cot e° cosec2€°;
gi = px cosec €°,
g2 = P2 cosec e° — p ^ cos e° cosec2€° + fYqx cosec €° — θ1ρ1 cos €°cosec2e°,
g3 = Pz cosec €° — Ιρχ(ρ\ + g2) cosec €° — {pxq2 + p2q±) cos €° cosec2e°
+ Α(3ρ^ι - P?)(l + 3 cosV) cosec3€° + fxq2 cosec €°
*" /i(#i ~~ Pi) cos €° cosec2€° — \flpx cosec e°
+ Λ^ι cosec e° — 02/?! cos €° cosec2€° — /A^h cos e° cosecV
— 0xp2 cos e°cosec26° + 0iPi<h(l + 2 cotV) cosec €°
+ i02Px cosec €°(l + 2 cotV).
The expression Ax = / i — /?! cot e° for the coefficient of / in the general
precession in longitude relates this coefficient to the constant of lunisolar
precession fv The coefficient hx is known as the constant of precession',
it is the quantity that is obtained directly from observation, and/i is calculated
from hx by the relation between them in determining the numerical values
of the coefficients in ψ and ex from dynamical theory. The theory shows,
moreover, that/i contains the factor cos e° and may therefore be represented
by the product
/x = P0 cos €°,
in which the other factor P0 was named the precessional constant by Newcomb.
However, P0 depends upon the eccentricity of the orbit of the Earth, and is
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therefore not an absolute constant but is slightly different at different epochs.
The determination of the precessional constant by Newcomb gave the
values* :
P0 = 5490".66 - 0".00364 T per tropical century;
hx = 5024".53 per tropical century, at 1850,
/x = 5036".84 per tropical century, at 1850,
where T denotes tropical centuries after 1850.
Putting
P0 = Po + Pxt,
we have also from the dynamical theory

h = £Λ cos e ° + i<lip0

cos 2 e cosec €

°

°-

Further relations among the coefficients in (126), which simplify many of
the expressions and are often convenient in systematic numerical calculations,
are suggested by the definitions of the precessional displacements, and may be
obtained with the aid of the trigonometric relations in the triangle Ν1Ψ1 τ ,
or by inspection. For example, it is evident that
A

i=/i-^i

C 0 S €

°;

and by developing
sin a cos Θλ = cos Λ sh^II]. + Ψχ) — sin Λ cosily + Ψχ) cos πχ
in powers of Ψΐ9 Δε0, t with Λ = Ux + Ψ + \ρ^λΐ2, we obtain, to the
second order,
x
F=T1-acos€°
+ a sin €° (Δ€°)
in accordance with Newcomb's definition of Ψ, and therefore
h = Λ — g2 cos €° + g161 sin €°
= /2-^2COS€°+/?iei.

Similarly,
V2 = ?2 - ipA - ipifi + θ2,
g2 = (Pz + qiK — pßi cot e°) cosec €°;
and likewise for the coefficients of /3. The expressions given by different
writers often differ slightly in the second- and third-order terms, depending
on the precise definition adopted forT, and on other refinements; e.g., 0X
has in general been considered to vanish, implying that 02 = i/^i/i» and that
θ3 = i sin €°(/iS2 +

2f2gl).

* S. Newcomb, Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. VIII, 72.
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An expression for the lunisolar precession on the equator, ζ0 + ζ, may be
obtained by developing the first of (125) in powers of Ψ1 and Ae°; subtracting the planetary precession a gives the general precession μ on the mean
equator of date. To the third order
μ = Ψχ cos e° - a - ^ Δ β 0 sin €°"+ &ΨΙ cos e° sinV,

(127)

and expressing this in the form
μ = m±t + m2t2 + · · ·
we have
m1 = fx cos €° — px cosec e°
= /1COS€°m

gl9

cos €

2 = h
° — C/i4i + vè cosec €° + p1(q1 + θχ) cos €° cosecV
- \ejx sin €°
= f2 cos €° - g2 - ^ / i sin €°,

m3 = / , cos €° - g3 + iVi 3 cos €° sin2€° - K / A + Λβι) sin €°.
The Instantaneous Rates of the Precessional Motions

The displacement (101) of the ecliptic of date from the position at the
epoch is produced by a continuous rotation, at rate κ, around a slowly
moving axis in the moving plane of the instantaneous ecliptic, of which the
extremity at the ascending node of the instantaneous ecliptic on its immediately
preceding position is at longitude 180° — JV from the instantaneous mean
equinox (see Fig. 42).
The displacement of the mean equator similarly represents a rotation
around a moving axis. In (123), the position of the mean equator of date is
referred to the fixed ecliptic of epoch ; at any instant t, the line of intersection
of the planes of these two circles is revolving westward within the fixed plane
of the ecliptic of epoch at the instantaneous rate dW^dt, and consequently
the great circle through the pole of the fixed ecliptic and the mean pole of date
is revolving at the same rate around the fixed pole of the ecliptic of epoch.
The mean pole of date is therefore instantaneously moving along a small
circle of angular radius Θχ around the fixed pole of the ecliptic of epoch.
This instantaneous linear motion of the mean pole over the celestial sphere
is at right angles to the great circle through the two poles, and consequently
is continuously directed along a great circle toward the moving descending
node of the mean equator on the fixed ecliptic. The plane of the mean equator
therefore continuously rotates around an axis that lies in the moving plane
of the instantaneous mean equator at right angles to the line of nodes on the
fixed plane of the ecliptic of epoch.
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The instantaneous rate of rotation of the equator is equal to the linear rate
of motion of the pole (in angular measure) over the celestial sphere. The
angular rate of motion of the mean pole around the fixed pole of the ecliptic
of epoch is dYJdt, westward; the consequent linear rate of motion toward

FIG. 42. The instantaneous precessional motions.

the instantaneous position of the node at Ψχ is (cPVJdt) sin Θχ. As in the
case of the pole of the ecliptic, the actual path of the celestial pole from one
position to another is not along the great circle arc that connects the two
positions, since the node is moving.
The instantaneous circular motion of the mean pole around the fixed
pole of the ecliptic of epoch, and the consequent rotation of trn mean
equator, which kinematically displace the node, leave Θχ unchanged; but Θλ
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concurrently has a small secular variation from dynamical causes, and the
actual precessional path of the mean pole on the celestial sphere is therefore
not exactly a circle nor exactly the same in successive revolutions. The rate
dx¥Jdt also has a dynamical secular variation. The lunisolar motion of the
pole does not have a fixed or definite period that can be exactly defined, and
the expressions in powers of the time that are obtained from dynamical
theory cannot be relied upon to give accurate results for more than a few
centuries on either side of the epoch.
The rotation of the ecliptic and the rotation of the equator are kinematically
independent of each other; but in slight part, the secular variation of Qx
depends dynamically upon the variations of the disturbing forces caused by the
change in the average positions of the Sun and the Moon with the motion
of the ecliptic.
The instantaneous motion of the pole of the ecliptic over the celestial
sphere at rate κ is directed along the great circle in longitude (180° — N) —
90°, and hence is at an angle N to the westward of the quadrant of the
solstitial colure on which the mean celestial pole of date lies. The component
K cos N along the solstitial colure produces the rotation of the ecliptic
around the line of equinoxes that varies the mean obliquity of date Θ at the
instantaneous rate — KCOSN, but does not displace the equinox. The
component κ sin N along the great circle toward the mean equinox of date
produces a rotation around the line of solstices in the plane of the ecliptic,
which leaves Θ unchanged but displaces the equinox eastward along the
moving equator at the instantaneous rate
da/dt = (K sin N) cosec Θ,

(128)

and produces the planetary precession; the accompanying displacement of
the equinox eastward along the moving ecliptic is at the instantaneous
rate κ sin TV cot Θ. These rates of motion, expressed in terms of the instantaneous position of the ecliptic relative to the mean equator of date, represent
the motion of the equinox that is due to only the planetary motion of the
ecliptic, as if the equator were fixed in its instantaneous position; these
expressions therefore represent the planetary motion of the equinox at any
instant referred to the fixed mean equator of date, instead of to the fixed
mean equator of the fundamental epoch, by adopting the instantaneous date
as an arbitrary epoch for representing the motions at this instant.
The further variations of the mean equinox and obliquity at any instant,
due to the lunisolar motion of the mean equator alone, may similarly be
represented by referring them to the fixed ecliptic of date. Adding them to the
planetary variations gives the instantaneous rates of the general precessional
motions at any time. It is essential to distinguish clearly between the fixed
ecliptic and equator of the fundamental epoch, the fixed ecliptic and equator
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of date, and the instantaneous moving ecliptic and equator of date, in
determining these instantaneous motions and obtaining from them the
displacements during the interval between any two instants, and the consequent variations and accumulated changes of the equatorial and ecliptic
coordinates; likewise, the fundamental epoch in the initial expressions for
the planetary and lunisolar motions must be distinguished from an instant of
reference at a different time adopted as an epoch for further formulas
derived from the fundamental expressions.
The Instantaneous Precessional Motions Referred to the Ecliptic and Equator of Date

With the epoch continuously at the instantaneous date, the expressions
for the lunisolar variations referred to the fixed ecliptic of date may be

FIG. 43. Rates of the precessional motions.

obtained from the expressions referred to the ecliptic of the fundamental
epoch by replacing ®λ by Θ, putting a = 0, and substituting for dYJdt the
lunisolar component of the instantaneous rate of general precession in
longitude along the ecliptic of date.
Referred to the fundamental epoch, the instantaneous lunisolar motion of
the mean pole at the instantaneous rate (+dx¥1/dt) sin Θ± is along the great
circle toward the descending node T x of the mean equator of date on the
ecliptic of epoch (Fig. 43), and is therefore directed at an angle a to the
west of the equinoctial colure of date; its component i+dYJdt) sin Θχ sin a
along the solstitial colure of date, toward the point 90° west of the mean
equinox, decreases Θ; and the component (Η-ί/Ψχ/ί/ί) sin Θ± cos a along the
equinoctial colure of date, toward the equinox, displaces the mean equinox
westward along the ecliptic. Adding these instantaneous variations to those
produced by the kinematically independent planetary motion of the ecliptic
gives the instantaneous variations produced geometrically by the relative
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motion:
dWjdt = — K sin N cot Θ + (dW^dt) sin Θχ cos a cosec Θ westward,
dQjdt = —KCOSN — (dWJdt) sin Θ± sin a,
in which Θχ has different values at different instants, due to its dynamical
secular variation. With the instantaneous date as the epoch, Θχ becomes
identical with Θ, {+dx¥1jdt) signifies the rate of lunisolar precession on the
fixed ecliptic of date, denoted by (dWJdt)t, and a = 0; the expressions
therefore become
D^V = - / c sin N cot Θ + {dx¥1ldt)t

westward,

= -(da/dt) cos Θ + (dWJdt)»
DtQ

=

—KCOS

(129)

N.

Similarly, on the moving mean equator, the instantaneous rate of the general
precession in right ascension is
Όχμ = {dW1fdt)t cos Θ - (da\dt)

westward,

(130)

which will be denoted by Dtp = m.
The annual rate of precession in right ascension at any time is the amount
by which the right ascension of a point on the equator would increase in one
year if the rate remained constant at its instantaneous value. Its value
changes so little during the course of a year that it may practically be considered constant during that interval, and this has led to the use of the same
symbol m to denote the amount of the precession for one year. However,
to prevent this use of the symbol in a double meaning from leading to confusion, the two different interpretations must be clearly distinguished. As
previously emphasized, over sufficiently long intervals the rates of precession
vary considerably, and the displacements must be determined by different
formulas and are represented by distinctive symbols.
The expressions (129) show that no variation of the mean obliquity is
produced kinematically by the lunisolar motion of the mean equator. The
instantaneous secular variation Dtß of the mean obliquity is kinematically
due entirely to the rotation κ cos iVof the ecliptic around the line of equinoxes
independently of the motion of the equator, but to a slight extent its value
depends upon the dynamical secular variation of Θχ. The lunisolar motion
of the mean pole is instantaneously along a circle of radius Θ around the
fixed pole of the ecliptic of date, at the angular rate (dYJdt)^ and is therefore
directed entirely along the great circle toward the mean equinox of date, at a
linear rate
n = sin Θ —M .
\ dt h
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This motion, which is known as the precession in declination, kinematically
displaces the equinox, but leaves Θ unchanged; it rotates the equator, at the
rate n, around the line of solstices, the ascending node of the equator on its
immediately preceding position being at right ascension 6h from the instantaneous equinox.
Referred to the moving pole of the ecliptic of date, the mean pole is at
every instant moving westward at the angular rate D^V along the small
circle of radius Θ around the pole of the ecliptic, and therefore constantly
along the moving equinoctial colure toward the mean equinox of date.
The instantaneous radius and angular rate of motion are continually changing
because of the secular variations; and the actual precessional path of the
celestial pole relative to the moving pole of the ecliptic, like its path among
the stars around the fixed pole of the ecliptic of epoch, is not an exact circle
and is not exactly the same in successive revolutions.
In terms of Newcomb's precessional constant P0, the rates of the instantaneous precessional motions, reckoned positive toward the west, are :
Lunisolar precession in longitude
along fixed ecliptic of date, (dWJdfy = P0 cos Θ
General precession in longitude
along moving ecliptic of date,

D^¥ = P0 cos Θ — (κ sin N) cot Θ

Lunisolar precession in right
ascension, along fixed mean
equator of date, (dYJdt)t cos Θ = P0 cos2©

(131)

General precession in right
ascension, along moving
mean equator of date, m = P0 cos 2 0 — (/c sin N) cosec Θ
Lunisolar precession in
declination, n = (P0 cos Θ) sin Θ
= \P0 sin 2Θ
in which Θ is the mean obliquity of date, — κ sin iVcot Θ is the rate of
planetary precession in longitude, and —/c sin N cosec Θ = —dajdt is the
rate of planetary precession in right ascension, the negative sign indicating
that the motion is eastward.
The instantaneous motion of the mean pole at rate n, along the equinoctial
colure of date, is directed at an angle z to the west of the prolongation of the
arc / from the pole of the fundamental epoch to the pole of date, and at an
angle 90° + a to the east of the arc Θχ from the pole of the ecliptic of the
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fundamental epoch to the celestial pole of date; therefore, at any instant,
dJ
= n cos z
dt
= \P0 sin 2Θ cos z,
άθι
= n sin a
dt
= \PQ sin 2Θ sin a.

(132)

Similarly, the instantaneous rate of change of the amount of lunisolar
precession yY1 on the fixed ecliptic of the fundamental epoch is
άΨλ _ n cos a
dt
sin ©!
P 0 sin 2Θ
2 sin Θχ

(133)

cos a,

in which cos a may be taken as unity.
Precessional Formulas Referred to an Arbitrary Epoch

The ecliptic of the fundamental epoch t0 intersects the mean equator of
t0 in the mean equinox of epoch T°, at the angle e° (Fig. 44). At any time tx

^

^

£^τ·
>*c

π,"-ΐί
τ'/ν = Λ'
^<Ό>

>/, *?0o,

z«>.> 0 1

TV = Λ"
T/v,rA
T'/V, = Π,

τ°/ν = n;
r°/ifSnr
T"TSO"

FIG. 44. Precessional motions referred to arbitrary epoch: t0, fundamental epoch; tu
arbitrary epoch, reckoned from t0; t2, date, reckoned from t0; and τ = t2 — tl9 date,
reckoned from tx.
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reckoned from the epoch /0, the angle at which the mean equator of tx is
intersected by the ecliptic of t0, and the distance of the intersection westward
from T°, are obtained by putting t = ίλ in (123); and likewise at any other
time t2 from t0. Denoting these angles of intersection by e[ and e^', and for
convenience using the symbols Ύ*ί and TÎ' both to denote the points of
intersection and also to denote the distances of these points from T°, we
therefore have
ei = €° + ΟΛ + θ2ΐ\ + · · · ,
< = e° + 0χί2 + Θ2ΐ1 + · · · ,
τί=/1ί1+/Λ2 + ···,

(134)

Denoting the amounts of the general precession in longitude during the
intervals from the fundamental epoch t0 to tx and to t2 by T' and T",
respectively, and the amounts of the planetary precession by a' and a",
we have from (126)
T ' = A' - Π; \Piqit\
= M i + h2t{ + · · · ,

ν = Λ"-πΐ-* Λίι ιΐ
= Kh + h2Û + * · · ,

(135)

a' = gih + g& + · · · ,
a" = g A + g2^2 + · · · ,
where, geometrically, Π^, Π^ are the nodes of the ecliptics of tx and t2 on the
ecliptic of t0, reckoned from T° and obtained from (104) with t = tx and
t = t2; Λ' is the arc of the ecliptic of t± from its node on the ecliptic of t0
to its intersection T 1 with the mean equator of tl9 and Λ" the arc of the
ecliptic of t2 from its node on the ecliptic of t0 to its intersection T with the
mean equator of t2\ and a' = Ύ^Ύ51, a = T^T.
From the foregoing expressions, precessional formulas may be derived
which are referred to tx as an arbitrary epoch, instead of to t0.
To obtain the inclination πχ and ascending node Πχ of the ecliptic at any
time t2 on the ecliptic of any other epoch tl9 where tx and t2 are reckoned from
the fundamental epoch t0, we have by Napier's analogies in the triangle
formed by the arcs Ελ of the ecliptic of ίλ and E2 of the ecliptic of t2 from the
node of E2 on Ex to their nodes on the ecliptic of i0, and the arc of the ecliptic
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of t0 intercepted by Ex and E2,
tan KB, + E2) = ™ *f* + ^ tan ι ( Π Ϊ - Πί),
sin K < — *i)
tan Κ£χ - E2) =
tan

=

^

C O S

^ + ^ t a n ΚΠΪ - nj),
cos J(< - ^i)
,x
cos i(^i — E2)
Λ, „

!/ F ,

F

(136)

*an K< - πί),

cos K^i + E2)
for which, in practice, may ordinarily be substituted the approximations

E, - E2 = Π; - Π;,

(137)

cos K^i - E2), „
771 =

1/17

,

17 Λ 7 " 1 ~

^ ^

cos J(^i + £2)
and since £Ί = 1^ — Λ',
Π1 = Π 1 + τ ' + *ρ1ΐ1ίϊ + £1.

(138)

Over comparatively short intervals of time, however, expansions of these
expressions in powers of τ = t2 — tx are sufficiently accurate, and more
advantageous for numerical computation.
From (137) and (102), to the third order,

£ι = τ^(π;'-π;)
= S1i1+(2S1-îSS1)iî

+

S2T2,

ΐ,-^—,ίΠί-Πί)
= ^+(25,-^,)^
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and therefore, from (138) and (137)
Πχ = Π0 + (h, + 2S0/! + (h2 + 3S2 - ^ s^jtl

+i[s1+(3sî-s^s1y1y
+

(139)

S2T\

7Γ! = {Sl + 2s2ix + (3s3 + K S I ) Î I } T

+ {s2 + (3s3 +
+ s3r*.

faSbuy

These relations may also be expressed entirely in terms οΐ p(, qit and Π 0 by
(103).
From the coefficients of the powers of τ in the expressions for Πχ and
πΐ9 expressions may be derived for tan πχ sin ü i and tan πχ cos Hl9 or for
sin ττ1 sin I^ or πχ sin I^ and sin πχ cos E^ or πλ cos Πχ, by means of relations of the same form as the expressions for pi9 q{ in terms of Π0, Si9 s{;
tan 77^ sin F^ = {ρλ + [2p2 + s ^ cos U0]t1
+ [3p3 - sin U0(s\ + te^S,, + &Χ)
+ cos Π ο φ Α + 51Λ2)]ί?}τ
+ {P2 + [3p3 ~ sin II0(s* + s^iSi) + cos r ^ / i j i j r 2
+ P3T3,
(140)
tan 77Ί cos Πχ = {^ + [2q2 — s1h1 sin Πο]^
+ [3qz - cos n0(s* + Is^^ + fahl)
— sin 110(252/1! + s1/i2)]ii}r
+ {<?2 + [3^3 - cos n 0 (si + s^iSi) - sin U^h^t^r2
+ q*r\
and the expressions obtained with sin πχ or ττχ in place of tan π± will differ
from these only by numerically negligible third-order terms.
The intersection T 1 of the fixed ecliptic of any arbitrary epoch tx with the
mean equator of tx is the mean equinox of this arbitrary epoch; and the
inclination e1 is the mean obliquity, obtained by putting t = tx in (126),
e1 = 6° +

ηιΐχ

+ η2ΐ\ + . · . .

At any other time /2, the angle at which the fixed ecliptic of tx intersects the
mean equator of t2 will be denoted by el9 and the point of intersection by Ti.
The distance of T x westward from T 1 represents the amount of the lunisolar
precession along the fixed ecliptic of the arbitrary epoch tx during the interval
T = t2 — tl9 where tx and t2 are reckoned from the fundamental epoch /0;
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denoting this distance by the same symbol CV1 as used for the point, and
denoting the arc from the point T i to the node of the ecliptic of t1 on the
ecliptic of t0 by Al9 we have Τχ = A± — A'.
It is geometrically evident that Ax may be obtained by substituting the
expressions (104) with t = tl9 and the expressions (134) for *'[ and T j , into
the solution obtained from (124) for Λ; from this value of Al9 and the value
of Λ' from (135) with
h — h = τ,
t\ - t\ = T 2 + 2flT,
(141)
i» - t\ = T 3 + 3ίχτ2 + 3ί2τ,
we obtain, to the third order, in powers of the time τ reckoned from the
arbitrary epoch tl9
T

i = {/i + [2/2 - / r f i cot €° + V i cosecVft
+ [3/s - 2ftqi cot 6° + fc/ifaï - p 2 )(l + cosV) cosecV
- / l 9 a cot 6° + Λ 2 / ? ! cot 6° + 2θ2Ρι cosecV
+ (ρ2βι - 2prfi0i cot e° - 2ρχθ\ cot e°) cosec2€°]i2}r
+ {/2 + [3/a - Λ ^ ι cot €° + ifiPx cot €° + Ριθ2 cosecV
+ (βχΛ^ - θ 2 Ρ ι cot €°) cosecVjrJr 2 + / 3 r 3 ,

(142)

which reduces to (123) if tx = 0, τ = /2 = /.
Similarly, the inclination €x of the mean equator at any time t2 to the fixed
ecliptic of an arbitrary epoch tx may be obtained by substituting (104)
with t = tl9 and (134) for e'[ and TJ', into the solution obtained from (124)
for e; in powers of the time τ = /2 — tx reckoned from the epoch tl9
^ι = €1 + {θ1 + ( 2 θ 2 - / 1 ρ 1 ) ί ι
+ (3Θ3 - fiP2 - 2/2p! - / f o + flPlqx cot €°
-iflxPÎcosecV^îjT
+ {02 + (3Θ3 - ΛΛ - i/i<7i)'i}r2 + 03τ3.
(143)
The mean obliquity of date e at any time is the angle between the moving
mean equator of date and the moving ecliptic of date, at their instantaneous
point of intersection. Therefore at any interval of time τ = t2 — tx after an
arbitrary epoch 19 where ίλ and t2 are reckoned from the fundamental epoch
tQ9 we have immediately, by (126) and (141),
€ = €° +
= *° +
+
+
+

η^2 + Ύ)Λ + ^3*2
Vih + r\2t\ + η3ί\
foi + 2 ^ + 3ϊ?3ί2}τ
{r]2 + ^zh}r2
η^

(144)
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The amount of general precession in longitude during the interval τ = t2 —
tx will be denoted by T. Reckoned in accordance with Newcomb's
definition,
T = (E2 + Λ") - (E, + Λ') \piqir\
and from (135)
«Y» = (T" - T') + (Πϊ - ΠΟ - {E, - £ 2 ) +

PlqltlT

in which {Ex — £ 2 ) is given by (136). To the third order,

E, - E2 = (ni - ni) - ΚΠΪ - π>ϊπί + Λ(ΠΪ - no3
in radians; and

«Y» = (T" - τ') + κπΐ - ΠίΚπί - Α(π; - ni)3 +

ΛίΛτ

= {Äx + 2ΛΛ + (3A3 + Js&)f* + Λ ί Λ Ϊ τ
+ {h2 + (3h3 + HSi)h}r2

+ Λ3τ3 - Α(Π'ί - ni) 3 .

(145)

Construction of a System of Precessional Formulas

The earliest numerical values of the precessional motions that were
extensively used in modern astronomy were derived by Bessel at the beginning
of the nineteenth century,* based on the theoretical expressions developed
by Laplace.f Bessel's values were gradually replaced by those later derived
by Otto Struve (1843), based upon a comparison of the observations by
Bradley in 1750-1755 with those of Bessel. The values found by Struve were
modified by C. A. F. Peters, who gave the first thorough development of the
theory of nutation.}
The Struve-Peters values came into general use during the latter half of the
nineteenth century in precise astronomical calculations. Further values were
later derived by several other writers. In 1896 a conference of the directors
of the national ephemerides of England, France, Germany, and the United
States was held at Paris for the purpose of deciding upon a uniform set of
astronomical constants, and a system of star reductions, to be adopted in the
ephemerides. Values of the precessional motions were determined for this
purpose by Newcomb,§ superseding his earlier values." In Newcomb's
* See F. W. Bessel, "Tabulae Regiomontanae."
t P. S. Laplace, "Mécanique Céleste," Bk. VI, Sec. 44, and Bk. V; see F. W. Bessel,
"Fundamenta Astronomiae," pp. 125-131.
t See C. A. F. Peters, "Numerus Constans Nutationis," and the discussion in the
introduction to this work.
§ S. Newcomb, Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. VIII.
Il S. Newcomb, "Elements of the Four Inner Planets and the Fundamental Constants
of Astronomy,'* 1895.
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planetary tables, the adopted general precession is less by 0".82 per century
than the value derived in Astr. Pap., vol. VIII.*
Newcomb obtained the precessional motions from the fundamental
constants by means of numerical procedures, and represented them largely
in the form of numerical tables;! he first determined the instantaneous
speeds of the motions, and then derived the positions of the ecliptic and
equator at successive epochs by numerical integration. A general analytical
representation was constructed by H. Andoyer from Newcomb's fundamental numerical constants, by means of a system of expressions of the form
(139) to (145).J
In the expressions (101) for πχ sin Πχ and πλ cos Γ^ which represent the
position of the ecliptic, the numerical values of the coefficients were determined by Newcomb from the rates of change of the coordinates of the pole
of the ecliptic in the fixed rectangular coordinate system defined by the
position of this pole and the solstitial colure at the fundamental epoch 1850.
From his gravitational theory of the secular motion of the plane of the
ecliptic, Newcomb calculated the values of the instantaneous rate of rotation
K and the longitude L0 = 180° — N0 of the instantaneous axis, for 1600,
1850, and 2100, referred to the fixed direction of the colure of 1850;§ reduced
to the planetary masses adopted in Newcomb's Tables of the Sun} these
values are as shown in the tabulation.11

K
W0
κ sin N0
Ac cos Wo
U

1600

1850

2100

47,,.316
5°17'.96
4".370
47U13
174°42'.04

47U41
6°30'.32
5,,.341
46".838
173°29'.68

46,'.976
7°42'.82
6".305
46/,.550
172°17,.18

The instantaneous variations of the rectangular coordinates of the pole are
(Fig. 45)
K sin N0 = dxjdt,
κ cos N0 = dy/dt;
representing the three numerical values by Stirling's interpolation formula
* See Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. VII, 291 and 421.
t S. Newcomb, "Elements of the Four Inner Planets and the Fundamental Constants
of Astronomy," pp. 196-202, 1895. Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph., VIII, 73-76. "Compendium
of Spherical Astronomy," pp. 236-246.
% See H. Andoyer, Les formules de la précession d'après S. Newcomb. Bull. Astr. 28,
67-76 (1911). "Cours de Mécanique Céleste," Vol. II, pp. 378-384, Paris, 1926.
§ S. Newcomb, Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. V, 335, 373-374, 377.
Il S. Newcomb, Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. VI, 12.
II S. Newcomb, "Elements of the Four Inner Planets and the Fundamental Constants
of Astronomy," p. 186.
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gives
dxjdt = 5".341 + 0".3870 T - 0".00056 T\
dyjdt = 46".838 - 0".1126 T - 0".00104 T\
in which T denotes Julian centuries after 1850. The position of the moving
ecliptic referred to the fixed ecliptic of epoch is
x = πχ sin Nl9

y = πλ cos Nl9

where Nx = 180° - Πχ.
The integration of Newcomb's expressions for dxjdt and dyjdt gives for the
position of the ecliptic of date referred to the fixed ecliptic of 1850,*
πι
Ήχ

sin Πχ = +5".341 T + 0".1935 T2 - 0".000 19 T\
cos U± = -46 ,, .838 T + 0\0563 T2 + O'.OOO 35 T\

in which T denotes Julian centuries from 1850; ^ has the sign of T, and E^
is reckoned from the fixed equinox of epoch.
These expressions for the motion and position of the ecliptic are essentially
interpolation formulas for obtaining
values at any date within the interval
covered by the calculated theoretical
values, and strictly, therefore, are
valid only for an interval of about 250
years on either side of the epoch ; an
extrapolation outside this interval
gives values which are increasingly
uncertain, the farther the extrapolation. There are no rigorous formulas
for the position of either the ecliptic
or the equator.
From a table of the values of x and FIG. 45. Motion of the pole of the ecliptic.
y calculated from these formulas at
50-year intervals from 1750 to 2100, Newcomb obtained the corresponding
values of πτ and Nv The resulting values of the inclination of the ecliptic
of date to the fixed ecliptic of 1850 and the longitude of the ascending node
may be represented by the interpolation formulas
= 0".4714 t - 0".000 003 t\
Πχ = 173°29'40" - 8".691 t,
πι

where / is measured in years from 1850.
With the values of the precessional constant P0 and the mean obliquity e°
at the fundamental epoch 1850, the rates of the instantaneous precessional
* S. Newcomb, "Compendium of Spherical Astronomy," p. 232.
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motions at this epoch may be calculated from κ and JV0 by means of (131),
since at the epoch Θ = e° and N = JV0. Newcomb, adopting €° =
23°27'31".68,* obtained, with the tropical century as the unit of time:
Lunisolar precession in longitude
Lunisolar precession in right ascension
Precession in declination, n
Planetary precession in right ascension
Planetary precession in longitude
General precession in longitude
General precession in right ascension, m
Secular variation of mean obliquity

5036".84
4620".53
2005". 11 = 133*.674
13".416
12".307
5024".53 = 83'.742
4607". 11 = 307M41
— 46".837

To determine the, rates of motion for dates other than 1850, it is necessary
to find expressions for N and Θ.
To represent the planetary motion of the ecliptic, Newcomb obtained
from the numerical values of N0 and κ at 1600, 1850, 2100, determined
from dynamical theory, the interpolation formulas
N0 = 6°30'.32 + 28'.972 T + O'.Oll T\
,c = 47". 11 - 0 " . 0 7 Γ ,
where T denotes centuries from 1850.
At any instant, dNjdt differs from dNjdt by the rate of the general precession in longitude, and therefore
— = ^
- (P 0 cos Θ - K sin JVcot Θ).
dt
dt
With the value of the general precession in longitude for 1850, this equation
gives, to the first power of T,
dN/dt = -54'.770,
N = 6°30'.32 - 54\770 T.
From these expressions for κ and N, Newcomb computed numerical
tables of κ, N, κ cos N, κ sin N, at intervals of 50 years, from 1750 to 2100.
These numerical values may be represented by power series in T by means of
interpolation formulas; the formula constructed from the values of κ cos N
represents —dQjdt, and by integration Newcomb obtained
Θ = 23°2731".68 - 46".837 T - 0".0085 T2 + 0".0017 Γ 3 ,
in which Tis reckoned in centuries from 1850.
The precessional motions may now be determined for any date by (131).
* S. Newcomb, "Elements and Constants," p. 182.
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For precision, after the values of the general precession in longitude have been
calculated at the 50-year intervals, they may be used to compute new values
of N, and a second approximation may be made.
The amounts of the precessional displacements a, Ql9 and Ψχ at any time
were determined by Newcomb from their rates of change, by means of
successive approximations. Only a rough value of a is needed to find a very
accurate first approximation to Θχ ; for this purpose, values of a at 50-year
intervals from 1850 to 2100 were computed from the relation given by the
law of sines in the triangle Τ χ Τ ^ ,
7Γ! sinÇIÎ! + ψ ρ
a =

,
sin Θ
in which the values of πΐ9 Ul9 Θ have already been determined, and a sufficiently accurate approximation to Ύχ may be obtained by using the value of
its motion at 1850 and putting Ψχ = 83'.9 T. Representing these numerical
values of a, in radians, by the interpolation formula
a = (65.03 T - 11.54 T2) x 10"6,
Newcomb obtained the first approximation, by (132),
^
= 0".1304 Γ - 0".0232 T 2 ,
dt
ei = e° + 0".0652 T 2 - 0".0077 Γ*
where T denotes the time reckoned in tropical centuries from the epoch 1850.
With this expression for Θΐ9 a definitive value of Ψ1 may be obtained;
computing the numerical values of d'TJdt at 50-year intervals for 1750-2100
by (133), and representing them by an interpolation formula, Nev/comb found
^
= 5036".84 - 2".130 Γ - 0".010 T 2 ,
dt
ψ χ = 5036".84 T- 1".065 T 2 - 0".003 T 3
= 83\947Γ-0\0177Γ2
With^x, definitive values of a may be computed from the same expression
as used before; from the numerical values at 50-year intervals for 1750-2100,
Newcomb obtained
a = 13".416 T - 2".380 T2 - 0r.0014 Γ 3 .
A definitive value of Θχ may be determined from the relation obtained by
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eliminating sin a from the previous expressions for dQJdt and a, which gives

£-± = po7Tl COS Θ sin(n! + Ψχ);
dt

from the numerical values for 1750-2100, Newcomb found
^
= 0".13042 T- 0".02320 Γ 2,
dt
Δ€° = 0".06521 Γ 2 - 0".00773 T3,
where Tis reckoned from 1850.
With the values of x¥1 and Ae°, the angles ζ, ζ0, and z may be determined
from (125). By the procedure of computing a series of numerical values and
representing them by an interpolation formula, Newcomb obtained from
the values of tan|(£ + £o) = cos(ç° + ^Δβ0) tanJTi at 50-year intervals for
1750-2100,
ζ + ζ0 = 4620".53 T - 0".984 T2 + 0".036 Γ3.
The trigonometric formula for tan£(£ — ζ0) may be written, by neglecting
third-order terms and expressing Ύχ in radians,

£-

, _ Ac»

1

2 Δ«0 T 1 - &ΨΙ
sinc^j

T

2 Ae° 40.952 + 0.0086 T -- 0.0020 Γ !
~ sin €°
Γ
= cosec €°{5".3409 T - 0".6320 T2 - 0".0004 T 3 }.
With this expression, and cosec €° = 2.512, Newcomb obtained
ζ - ζ0 = 13".416 T - Γ.588 T2 - 0".0010 Γ 3 ;
and by combining this value with ζ + ζ0 and a,
ζ = 2316".97 T - Γ.286 T2 + 0".017 Γ3,
ζ0 = 2303".56 T + 0".302 T2 + 0".018 Γ3,
z = 2303".55 T + Γ.094 T2 + 0".018 Γ3,
in which Tis measured from 1850.
Either from the expression (132) for dJ/dt, or from the relation obtained
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QQTI^C0,
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which gives

. _ sin e° sin Ψτ
sin J =
,
cos ζ

numerical values may be computed for determining / ; from the values at
50-year intervals for 1750-2100, Newcomb obtained
J = 2005". 11 T - 0".43 T2 - 0,,.041 T\
with the epoch at 1850.
By interpolation in Newcomb's numerical tables of the values of the
precessional motions and displacements at particular dates, the position of
the equator and the equinox at any time between 1750 and 2100, relative to
their positions for any initial epoch, may be determined.* A systematic
analytical representation to take the place of this numerical representation
was constructed by Andoyer. For this purpose, Andoyer adopted Newcomb's
theoretical numerical values of κ sin N0 and κ cos N0 for 1600, 1850, 2100,
and Newcomb's values of €° and P0 for the epoch 1850,
€° = 23°27'31".68,

P0 = 5490".66 - 0".00364 T,

where the unit of time for P0 is the tropical century ; and from these fundamental constants, a complete system of expressions in the form of power
series in the time was developed both for the epoch 1850.0 and for any
arbitrary epoch. The fundamental constants determine the coefficients
pi9 qi9 of the powers of the time in the dynamical expressions for the planetary
motion of the ecliptic, and the coefficients fi9 0t, in the dynamical expressions
for the lunisolar precession in longitude and in obliquity; and power series
in the time for the other precessional formulas may be developed by determining the coefficients from the expressions for them in terms of these
fundamental dynamical coefficients.
Adopting Λ — ΥΙλ as the measure of general precession in longitude, and
taking θχ = 0, with the fundamental epoch at 1850.0, and the time reckoned
in units of 1000 tropical years, Andoyer obtained the data given in Table IV
for the precessional displacements at any time T from the fundamental
epoch.
The end figures of some of the coefficients in the expressions in Table IV
are inevitably slightly different from the values obtained by Newcomb,
because of the difference in the methods of determination.
For any time τ = t2 — h from an arbitrary epoch tl9 where tx and t2 are
reckoned from the fundamental epoch 1850.0 in units of 1000 tropical years,
* See Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. VIII, 73-76; S* Newcomb, "Compendium of Spherical
Astronomy," Appendices III and IV.
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Andoyer obtained :
T x = (50368".38 + 49".30i1 - 0".04ί2)τ
+ (—107".13 - l".48f,y -

1".53T3

©! = 23°27'31".68 - 468".37i1 - 0".88i? + l".83f3
+ (6".52 - 9".20ί1)τ2 - 7".73τ3
Θ = 23°27'31".68 - 468".37i1 - 0".88i2 + 1 ".83/?
+ (-468".37 - 1*.75ί! + 5".49ί2)τ
+ (-0".88 + 5".49ί1)τ2 + 1".83τ3
Ψ = (50245".30 + 222".27ί! + 0".26ί2)τ
+ (111".13 + 0".26ί!)τ2 + 0".10τ3
a = (134".17 - 188".69ί1 - 0".14ί2)τ
+ (-237".99 + 1".57ί!)τ2 - 1".666τ3
μ = (46071".09 + 279".44ίχ + 0".12ί?)τ
+ (139".72 + 0".12ί!)τ2 + 36".32τ3
J = (20051".12 - 85".29ί1 - 0".37φτ
+ (-42".65 - or.37tj)i* - 41".80τ3
= (79".24 + 0".66ί!)τ2 + 0",33τ3

ζ-ζ0

ζ = (23035".545 + 139".720ί1 + 0".060ί2)τ
+ (109".480 + W.390t fr* + 18".325τ3
ζ0 = (23035".545 + 139".720ί1 + 0".060ΐ2)τ
+ (30".240 - 0".270ί1)τ2 + 17".995τ3
ζ= ζ+ α
πχ sin Ut = (+53".41 - 75".39i! + 0".34ί2)τ
+ (19".35 + 0".80ÎJ)T2 - 0".19τ3
ιτχ cos Πχ = (-468".37 - 1».75ίχ + 5".49ί2)τ
+ (5".63 - 3".66tfr2 + 0".35τ3
πι

= (471".41 - 6'Mtj. + 0".57ί2)τ
+ (-3".40 + 0T.57tfr* + 0".05τ3

Πχ = 173°29'40" + 32 863% + 56"ί2
+ (-8691" - 55"tfr + 3 V

NUTATION
TABLE IV
PRECESSIONAL DISPLACEMENTS

Coefficient of

Lunisolar precession in longitude Ψχ
Lunisolar precession in obliquity Ac0
Secular variation of obliquity
General precession in longitude Ψ
Planetary precession a
General precession in right ascension μ
Lunisolar precession in declination /
ζ-ζο

7τ1 sin I l i
^xCOSÜ!
TTl

Πχ = 173°29'40"

T

j-2

+50368,,.38
—
-468".37
+50245".30
+ 134".17
+46071".09
+2005Γ.12
—
+ 53".41
-468".37
+47Γ.41
-8691"

-107 ,, .13
+6".52
-0".88
+ 111".13
--237".99
+ 139".72
-42".65
+79".24
+ 19". 35
+5".63
-3".40

+3"

j-3

-\".52>
-TJ3
+ l//.83
+(T.10
-V.66
+36,,.32
-41 ,, .80
—
-(T.19
+0\35
+0".05
—

To obtain general expressions which are explicitly in terms of an arbitrary
epoch that is reckoned from 1900 instead of from 1850, we may replace tx
in Andoyer's formulas by tx + 0.05; and likewise for any other desired
initial epoch. For example, with tx reckoned from 1900, and τ reckoned
from tl9 in units of 1000 tropical years,
J = (20046".85 - 85".33f! - 0".37φτ
+ (-4Τ.β6

- (T.37^

- 41".80r3.

Nutation
For practical purposes, the position of the true equator of date is referred
to the mean equator of date, and is expressed either by the nutation in
longitude and in obliquity reduced to the ecliptic of date, which represent the
departure of the equator from its mean position relative to the moving
ecliptic, or by the inclination and node on the mean equator of date, which
represent the position directly relative to the instantaneous mean
equator.
The right ascension of the ascending node Q of the true equator on the
mean equator, referred to the mean equinox of date, will be denoted by 90° —
G0; and the right ascension referred to the true equinox of date, by 90° + G'.
The values of G0 and G\ and of the inclination g0 of the true equator to the
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mean equator, may be determined from the mean obliquity and the nutation
in longitude and obliquity, by means of the trigonometric relations in the
triangle formed by the mean equinox, the true equinox, and Q (Fig. 46);
and from these relations, the nutation in right ascension or equation of the
equinoxes is obtained.

^ o f

epoch

FIG. 46. Nutation, (a) Mean equator of date referred to mean equator of epoch;
(b) true equator of date referred to mean equator of date.

In this triangle, denoting the nutation in longitude by ΔΨ, and the true
obliquity of date by e = e0 + Ae where e0 is the mean obliquity of date,
and Ae is the nutation in obliquity, we have
tan \{G' + G0) =

cos(€0 + jàe) tan \ ΔΨ
c o s j Δε

sin g 0 sin G0 = cos e sin e0 — sin e cos €0 cos ΔΨ,
sin g 0 cos G0 = sin(e 0 + Ac) sin ΔΨ.

(146)
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These relations may be developed in powers of Ae and ΔΨ. The developments Which are required in practice are, to the third order,
G' + G0 = + ΔΨ cos €0 - \ ΔΨ Δβ sin e0 + & ΔΨ 3 cos e0 sin%,
g0 sin G0 = — Δβ + \ ΔΨ 2 sin e0 cos e0 + \ Δβ3
+ \ ΔΨ 2 Δ* cos2€0 + hi sin G0,

(147)
3

go cos G0 = + ΔΨ sin €0 + ΔΨ Δβ cos e0 - i ΔΨ sin €0
- £ ΔΨ Ae2 sin €0 + igjj cos G0.
From (147), expressions may be derived for the variations of right ascension
and declination at any point on the celestial sphere which are produced by
the nutation of the axis of the Earth ; these expressions are developed in the
following chapter. In the expression for the variation of right ascension at
δ = 0°, the terms that do not depend upon a represent the equation of the
equinoxes; the variation due to these terms is common alike to all points of
the celestial sphere, and is due to the variation in the position of the equinox
on the equator. The terminology equation of the equinoxes was originally
applied to the displacements of the equinox by nutation both on the equator
and on the ecliptic, but was eventually replaced by the terms nutation in right
ascension and nutation in longitude. The term nutation in longitude has
continued to be used; but beginning in the ephemerides for 1960, the former
term equation of the equinoxes has been used for the displacement of the
equinox on the equator by the nutation of the axis; it is etymologically more
appropriate, and avoids confusion with the actual variation of the right
ascension of a celestial body due to nutation, which depends in general upon
the position of the body on the sphere, unlike the variation of longitude. The
equation of the equinoxes may be defined as the right ascension of the mean
equinox referred to the true equator and equinox; it is equal to the difference
between the mean and true right ascensions of only a body on the equator.

